
Feed Your Spirit Writing with Gabrielle Kaplan-Mayer

10 Writing Practices for Spiritual Growth

Whether you’re new to writing or have been writing for years,
these practices can help you deepen your spiritual life through
writing.

1. Make time to write. Carving out space to write can be the hardest part of the practice for

many people. Be gentle with yourself and start slowly--a writing practice could begin

once/week. Some of my students like to write at the end of the week as a reflection time.

2. Choose your preferred medium. You may love writing by hand in a  journal or typing into a

keyboard or writing on the memo app on your phone. There is no one right process~ embrace

whatever feels right for you.

3. Notice how time of day impacts your writing energy. Some folks love to write first thing in the

morning. Others take time out their afternoon or feel most energized by writing in the evening.

Notice your energy flow and patterns. Experiment with writing at different times~pay

attention to how the time of day impacts your process.

4. Make space in your calendar. Add your writing time into your calendar so that it becomes a

practice~a date that you are keeping with your inner voice.



5. Ask yourself a question. Start with free writing time in response to a question. Try ‘What do I

want to let go of today?’ ‘What do I hope to learn today?’ “What’s giving me hope today?’ or any

question that’s a catalyst for your thoughts and feelings to flow.

6. Set a timer. Especially if you are new to a writing practice, unstructured time may feel

intimidating. Start writing for 3 minutes...then move to 7. 15-20 minutes of contemplative

writing several times a week can create a huge shift in our awareness.

7. Start with a list. You don’t need to write in complete sentences. Making lists is a great way to

get your writing practice started. List beautiful things you’ve noticed over the week, list all of

your favorite people, list songs that make you cry. Look over your lists and pick one thing you

want to write more about.

8. Choose a quality or emotion to explore. I love to pick a quality and write about it several times

a week, to get deep and intimate. I might choose hope, gratitude, joy. Play with the opposite of

the quality, explore its shadow.

9. Make time to reflect. You may want to begin your writing practice by looking over what you’ve

written in previous sittings. Notice: what has shifted in you since you’ve last written?

10. Edit with compassion. When you’re ready to move from the writing to the editing process, try

to stay with a compassionate voice. Our editor’s voice can be unnecessarily harsh. Notice how

it feels to review your work with compassion.

Write with community
Join like-minded individuals at the interaction of writing + spiritual growth: Feed Your Spirit
Writing circles and workshops.

Info at www.gabriellekaplanmayer.com


